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It is argued that in educating economists we should sacri� ce some of the more technical aspects of economics
(which can be learned later), in favour of the compulsory inclusion of philosophy, political science, and economic
history. Three reasons for these interdisciplinary studies are given. In the discussion of the place of mathematics in
economics, fuzziness enters when symbols a, b, c are identi� ed with individuals, � rms, or farms. The identi� cation
of the clear cut symbol with the often ambiguous and fuzzy reality invites lack of precision and blurs the concepts.
If the social sciences, including economics, are regarded as a ‘soft’ technology compared with the ‘hard’ technology
of the natural sciences, development studies have come to be regarded as the soft underbelly of ‘economic science’.
In development economics the important question is: what are the springs of development? We must confess that
we cannot answer this question, that we do not know what causes successful development.

‘Economics used to be written in English by Scotsmen; today it is written in mathematics by
Hungarians’ (overheard in the common room)

If you can analyse – and not make models your master; training in the understanding of institutions, of the
If you can think – and not make algebra your aim; history of economic thought, of economic literature,

If you do not consider plain words a disaster of the handling and evaluation of quantitative and
And treat words, � gures, symbols all the same; non-quantitative data, of how to weigh evidence, and

If you can talk to crowds and keep your virtue without wider vision. And frequently they are not able
Or walk with econometricians – nor lose the common

to communicate even their narrow vision successfully.touch;
In his obituary of Frank Ramsey, John MaynardIf neither facts nor theories can hurt you
Keynes wrote:1If all costs count with you, but none too much

If he had followed the easier path of mere inclination,If you can � ll the unforgiving minute
I am not sure that he would not have exchanged theWith sixty seconds’ worth of distance run
tormenting exercises of the foundations of thought andYours is the Earth and everything that’s in it,
of psychology, where the mind tries to catch its own tail,And – what is more – you’ll have a lot of fun!
for the delightful paths of our own most agreeable branch

(with apologies to Rudyard Kipling) of the moral sciences, in which theory and fact, intuitive
imagination and practical judgment, are blended in a
manner conformable to the human intellect.Educating economists

Economics has strayed far away from those delightful
The question in the title of this essay is open to paths since Keynes wrote this.
two opposite interpretations, one implying approval, In his essay on Alfred Marshall, Keynes wrote:2
the other criticism. It can be interpreted either in an The study of economics does not seem to require any

specialized gifts of an unusually high order. Is it not,aggressively de� ant, pugnacious mode: what’s wrong
intellectually regarded, a very easy subject comparedwith contemporary economics? The implication would
with the higher branches of philosophy and pure science?be that everything is for the best in this best of all
Yet good, or even competent, economists are the rarestpossible worlds, or at least for the second best in this
of birds. An easy subject, at which very few excel! Thebest of all feasible worlds. Or it can be interpreted in
paradox � nds its explanation,perhaps, in that the master-a matter of fact, quietly inquisitive mode: what is
economist must possess a rare combination of gifts. Hewrong with contemporary economics? I shall opt for
must reach a high standard in several diVerent directions

the second interpretation.
and must combine talents not often found together. He

Most people would agree that it is a poor economist must be mathematician, historian, statesman, philosopher
who is only an economist. Yet, the pressures for – in some degree. He must understand symbols and
appointments, promotion, tenure, and publication have speak in words. He must contemplate the particular in
become such that economists have to cultivate ever terms of the general, and touch abstract and concrete in
narrower � elds, if not little patches. As a result they the same � ight of thought. He must study the present

in the light of the past for the purposes of the future.tend to become narrow minded specialists, without
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No part of man’s nature or his institutions must lie evidence, and economic history are neglected. Outside
entirely outside his regard. He must be purposeful and economics, philosophy, politics, history, anthropology
disinterested in a simultaneous mood; as aloof and are candidates for inclusion.
incorruptible as an artist, yet sometimes as near the earth Those of us who accept Keynes’s descriptions (or
as a politician. are they prescriptions?) of economics and economists

Undergraduate and graduate education has moved a may re� ect on what type of education is most con-
long way from these types of skill. Judged by its own ducive to producing a good economist. I suggest that
criteria, it can be said to be a great success. Most we should sacri� ce some of the more technical aspects
members of the profession think they are making of economics, on which graduate education so much
important contributions. Economists can get good jobs insists (which can be learned later), in favour of the
and are sought after, the discipline attracts good minds, compulsory inclusion of (a) philosophy, (b) political
is rigorous and uni� ed, and, in spite of occasional science, and (c) economic history. Although each
sniping from the outside, is widely admired. Yet, of these disciplines has its own justi� cation, I shall
there is considerable unease, both inside and outside argue for them on the narrower ground that they are
the profession, expressed by its most senior members essential for making a better economist. If we also
in presidential addresses and on similar ceremonial get in the process more civilised human beings, this
occasions, among them Kenneth Boulding, Ragnar is a bonus. Let me say a few words about each.
Frisch, Wassily Leontief, David Worswick, Henry Philosophy consists of logic and epistemology, and
Phelps Brown, Lawrence Klein, and G. S. L. Shackle.3 of moral and political philosophy. A good grounding
The critique is summed up in Kenneth Boulding’s in logic and the theory of knowledge will make the
statement that modern economics is ‘the celestial economist a better economic theorist. The distinction
mechanics of a non-existent world’.4 between an identity and an equality (because of the

The US Commission on Graduate Education in identity of indiscernibles, equality is possible only
Economics, consisting of very distinguished American between non-identicals), elementary to a philosopher,
mainstream economists, reported in 1991 that tools would have saved many pages of print in the early
and theory were emphasised in graduate education controversy over savings and investment. It is amazing
at the expense of ‘creativity’ and problem solving; how much wasted eVort could have been avoided,
and that the principal weakness of graduate education had the disputants been aware of the signi� cance of
was an underemphasis of the linkages between tools, the third little stroke added to the equality symbol.
both theoretical and econometric, and real world The philosophical analysis of causality is another area
problems. Graduate students who come to economics from which economists (and economic statisticians)
from other � elds can obtain PhDs with little or no would bene� t.
knowledge of economic problems and institutions. A training in logic would teach students to distin-
There were also criticisms of the lack of writing and guish between, on the one hand, tautologies and
communication skills of many graduate students:5 deductions from axioms, which may be valid or invalid,

The weakness [of graduate education in economics] is
and, on the other, empirical facts and their relation,not an excessive use of mathematics. If there is a central
which may be true or untrue. Mistaking validity fortheme to our concerns, it is that we believe there is con-
truth, and the easy transition from tautology to false-siderable scope for improvement in ensuring that students’
hood (e.g. the LaVer curve, some treatments of utilityknowledge of economic problems and institutionsenables
and pro� t maximisation) are frequently the bane ofthem to use their tools and techniques on important

problems. economics. They also lie at the heart of the alleged
precision and rigour (a friend of mine used to call itMy criticisms, like those of the commission, do not

apply so much to excessive teaching of mathematics rigor mortis) of mathematical economics. Conclusions
may be valid but are frequently untrue.(although it can crowd out other activities and interests,

and be quite useless in the later career of the student, A good education in moral and political philosophy
would avoid, or at least reduce, the all too numerousespecially if he or she seeks a non-academic job),

but, as David Colander has pointed out, to what is hidden biases in economic reasoning, the smuggled-in
value premisses, and the frequent naturalistic fallaciesleft out and to what is illegitimately appropriated.

Arrogance (often combined with a feeling of inferiority (the jump from an ‘is’ to an ‘ought’). Again, it would
save reams of wasted disputations. So, I conclude,vis à vis mathematicians and physicists) about a lack

of awareness of these limitations may be a tolerable for knowing philosophy, the economist becomes a
better economic theorist.� aw, but intolerance of any other approaches com-

monly found, whether alternative or complementary In 1982 an exchange took place between the Nobel
Laureate and Yale professor James Tobin and theto the orthodox approach, is not. Scholars should be

above all open minded and tolerant and, if possible, Harvard philosopher, sometimes called the rich man’s
Rawls, Robert Nozick, on ‘social justice in the Reaganalso humble.

What is left out of the curriculum can be divided era’. Tobin said: ‘There’s nothing more dangerous than
a philosopher who’s learned a little bit of economics.’into areas from inside and outside economics. Inside

economics, the study of institutions, economic literature, To this Nozick immediately responded: ‘Unless it’s
an economist who hasn’t learned any philosophy.’the history of economic thought, the interpretation

of quantitative and qualitative data, how to weigh On this occasion, I confess, I agree with Nozick.
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Political science, or, less ambitiously, politics as Education is, of course, more than acquiring skills or
aptitudes; it involves also the acquisition of attitudes.it is known in England, makes the economist a

better applied economist. The knowledge of political We prefer our students to be not methodology driven,
but reality and problem driven; to know the scope asinstitutions and processes, and of political history,

makes the economist aware of the constraints and well as the limits of the techniques we teach them; to
have some scepticism and humility, as well as prideopportunities for getting policies implemented. What

I have in mind is not the usurpation and narrowing in their subject. The brightest will probably acquire
these traits in any case. But how do we make theof political science by economic method (or method-

ology as it is regrettably nowadays always called), as modal men and women use the box of tools with
which we equip them properly, and prevent them fromillustrated by the writings of Gary Becker6 and the

Public Choice School, which uses a brain transplant falling victims to the law of the hammer, according
to which a little boy, given a hammer, � nds everythingfrom the narrowest economic doctrines to politics,7

but its broadening, as was done for example by Albert worth pounding, not only nails but also Ming vases?8
I suggest that additional education in philosophy andHirschman, when he enriched economics with political

categories by exploring ‘voice’ as an alternative to politics may also contribute to the right attitudes.
Does this broadening not mean that we have to‘exit’.

Thomas Schelling talks of ‘the absent colleague’ sacri� ce specialised education in a subject that is all
the time becoming more technical, specialised, pro-when it comes to applying economic advice. Economists

must take over the investigation into the political fessional, and fragmented? Unless we lengthen the
time of study, clearly some sacri� ce is involved. It isvariables in economic policy. And we should supple-

ment the positive political economy by a normative to be hoped that mathematics will be taught more
eVectively in high schools, so that universities can bebranch, concerned with analysing what pressure

groups, what reformist alliances, what types of pro- spared this remedial training. Other more specialised
branches now included in the graduate curriculumgressive coalitions can be mobilised for desirable

policies and reforms. can be acquired later, or may not be necessary at all
for economists entering public administration, civilEconomists are trained in the study of the operation

of economic forces within political, social, and moral society, the media, or business.
When I was a student I went through the Oxfordconstraints. This approach has to be supplemented

(and in some cases replaced) by the study of the school of PPE, which stands for philosophy, politics,
and economics (with an additional paper on socialoperation and manipulation of political, social, and

psychological forces within economic limits. More and economic history in the � nal examination). Since
those days the pressures towards specialisation havefundamentally, the distinction between economic and

non-economic variables may not be tenable if the removed the compulsory philosophy and politics papers
and the economic history paper from PPE. I com-aim is to understand social problems. I shall say more

on this below. pared my teachers and the successful older generation
of economists who had sprung from this educationThe inclusion of some social and economic (as well

as political ) history in the curriculum hardly needs a with those who had gone through the then more
specialised economics syllabus at Cambridge. (Sincedefence, although it is sadly neglected. As Andrew

Kamarck remarked in a discussion of this subject, those days there has been convergence, Oxford giving
more specialised options, Cambridge fewer.) And Ieconomic history calls for a diVerent mindset from

economics. It is not about equilibrium conditions, found that the Oxford products did not lag behind
the Cambridge products in professionalism. Comparingabout how a situation once disturbed returns to its

initial state, but about change. Adam Smith did only Nobel prizewinners, the score is two to one in
favour of Oxford: Hicks and Meade were Oxfordunderstand the conditions of change, but economists

have lost sight of it since. trained, Richard Stone was Cambridge trained. Roy
Harrod, a should have been Nobel Laureate (some-The discussion of outward looking versus inward

looking strategies, and of import substitution versus one should publish a ‘Who should be who’ and
perhaps a ‘Who would be who’), was Oxford trained.export promotion, would have gained in depth had

the participants taken into account the historical Keynes himself, a genius, though Cambridge trained,
transcended its educational limitations.phasing of these processes. Every point on demand

and supply diagrams should have an added time The problem with American undergraduate education
is that most American schools (with a few notabledimension, for memories of the past inevitably aVect

movements from this point to any other. Economists exceptions) teach so badly that the young people
have to go through remedial training in their earlyattempt to deal with expectations, but still draw

demand and supply curves in a timeless fashion. The university years. They are often almost illiterate
when they enter university. At the same time, thesewidely accepted dictum ‘bygones are bygones’ misses

entirely the mark, for bygones aVect expectations youngsters are often eager to learn, have open minds,
and are asking big questions. But while their mindsand therefore current behaviour. So I conclude that

the economist, qua economist, is a better theorist for are open and while they are eager to ask these large
questions, they do not have the basic training toknowing philosophy, and a better applied and empirical

economist for knowing political science and history. explore them. By the time they reach graduate studies,
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the groundwork is in place, but the need to chase it is just because they are specialists in their � elds
that the diVerent members of a team have a contri-after credits and learn the required techniques tends

to drive out time and interest in exploring wider bution to make to an integrated solution. We may
think of them as members of a Royal Commissionareas, asking interesting questions. As a result, only

very few exceptional young people are led to approach or a Presidential Task Force, investigating problems
of controlling environmental pollution, deciding onthe subject with a sense of reality and vision. The

majority are stuck in the mould of narrow experts. a family planning programme, planning a new town,
or investigating how to combat hunger. This kind ofThere are some signs of a rising demand for a more

realistic economics that is more relevant to policy work, though highly desirable for certain purposes,
runs the risk of strengthening disciplinary bordersissues. Sniping from the sidelines is done by feminist

economists, who emphasise argument by rhetoric, instead of abolishing them. One member of the team
provides the economic perspective, another the demo-analogy, metaphor, pattern recognition, imagination,

and dialectical reasoning against the ‘rigour’ of math- graphic one, a third the political one, and the result
is that each is con� rmed in their own territory,ematics and the ‘hard science’ of masculine economics.

The ‘new’ institutional economists, the school of experi- without an advance in theoretical knowledge.
Second, it may be the case that certain assumptions,mental economics, some radical economists, and

others have also criticised the narrowness of main- concepts, methods, or techniques, hitherto applied
only to one area of study, yield illuminating resultsstream economics. In particular the environmental

economists have questioned the narrowness and the when applied to another, previously analysed in quite
diVerent ways. There has been a considerable invasionblindness of conventional approaches. But by and

large they have left the main structure unaVected. of economic concepts and techniques into the territory
of political scientists, anthropologists, sociologists,Recently a ‘Petition to reform graduate education’

was signed by four hundred and sixty-three American and psychologists. Principal agent theory, the ‘new
institutional economics’, and work on the familyundergraduate economics professors who are involved

in hiring new economists. They say that good teachers and on racial and gender discrimination have dealt
with areas traditionally discussed by sociologists.of undergraduates do not receive currently necessary

training in certain � elds. Speci� cally, they would The assumption of maximising behaviour under con-
straints has been fruitful, up to a point, in illuminatinglike anyone they hire to have: a background in the

economic debates and literature of the past twenty the behaviour of consumers, � rms, and farms. Its
success in these � elds has encouraged its applicationyears and how those debates have shaped what

economists as a profession believe; a solid training to political activities such as voting, party formation,
and government decisionmaking. Calculations ofin the models which they will be teaching to under-

graduates; a knowledge of economic institutions and economic returns and cost–bene� t analysis have been
extended from pro� t seeking investments to edu-the role institutions play in the economy; an ability

to communicate orally, and in prose, the central ideas cation, health, birth control, the allocation of time
between work and leisure and among diVerent leisureconveyed in introductory and intermediate micro-

and macroeconomics; knowledge of the alternative activities, decisions about marriage and divorce, the
size of the family, and even to extramarital aVairs.approaches in economics and an ability to compare

and contrast diVerent approaches; and a knowledge Occasionally, though much less frequently, concepts
used in political theory have been applied to economicof econometrics, but also of the limits of econometric

testing. These characteristics are very rare in current problems. Albert Hirschman’s use of ‘voice’ as an
alternative to ‘exit’ is an example already mentioned.9requirements for academic appointments.

There is a third, and deeper, reason for inter-
disciplinary work. It may be that for a particular time
or region the justi� cation for having a separate disciplineInterdisciplinary and
does not hold. This justi� cation for a discipline con-multidisciplinary studies
sists in the contingent fact that between the variables
encompassed by this discipline and those treated byThere are three reasons for interdisciplinary, multi-

disciplinary, transdisciplinary, and supradisciplinary another, there are few interactions, and the eVects of
any existing interactions are weak and dampened. Onlywork in economics. Each has diVerent methodological

implications. First, specialists in diVerent disciplines then are we justi� ed in analysing causal sequences in
one � eld, without always and fully taking into accountmay work together on a speci� c practical problem.

Improving nutrition, introducing new varieties of crops, those in others.
We may agree that society is a system and thatcontrolling population growth, reducing pollution,

planning a new town, may necessitate drawing on all social phenomena are related, but with growing
diVerentiation of functions and standards some relation-several disciplines and applying their contributions to

the problem. In this cooperative eVort the disciplines ships become stronger than others. This justi� es
us (some would argue) in, say, separating businessare not transcended but brought together for a practical

purpose. This practical need to draw on all relevant responses from family responses, or economics from
anthropology. The need for interdisciplinary studiesdisciplines does not aVect the methods or the content

used in the contributing disciplines. On the contrary, arises not because people in developing countries,
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particularly in subsistence households, perform many is called for is not interdisciplinary studies, but a new
functions normally separated in rich countries, but discipline that constructs concepts, builds models
because there is interdependence between variables (or paradigms, as the current phrase has it), and
normally analysed separately. ‘Lack of specialization designs theories appropriate to the conditions of the
among the people being studied in no way justi� es developing societies. In this case, we may have to
lack of specialization among the students. A student discard concepts such as employment, unemployment,
of Michelangelo could well con� ne attention to his underemployment, income, savings, investment, and
sculpture, while caring little for the architecture and construct altogether new, more appropriate, concepts.
painting in which Michelangelo also excelled.’10 The Second, and less radically, the existing concepts, models,
fact that functions in developing societies are less and theories may continue to be used, but their
diVerentiated does, of course, have a bearing on the content may have to be changed or their de� nitions
interdependence. modi� ed.

There are numerous illustrations of such inter- How would these three approaches to inter-
dependence in economics. One is the relationship disciplinary studies work out between, say, economists
between income per head and population growth. and anthropologists? In the � rst case – the team
High or accelerating rates of population growth are approach – anthropologists would be used for their
often presumed to reduce income per head, and traditional training. If land reform or a family plan-
higher income per head may be presumed in certain ning programme or a tourist project or even a research
conditions to reduce population growth. Or consider project is proposed, they will be able to point to
the relationship, examined by Gunnar Myrdal, between ‘constraints’ in the beliefs and mores of the people,
the level of living of a deprived minority group, for or to beliefs and institutions that can be mobilised
example a low caste or a racial minority, and an and on which the proposed reforms or projects can
index of prejudice against it. Prejudice is a function be built. Nothing new or radical is required here.
of the level of living – the less educated, the less The second case is more interesting. I suspect that
healthy, the stronger the grounds of prejudice – and economic methods could illuminate some anthropo-
the level of living is a function of prejudice – the logical work and probably the converse too. The
stronger the prejudice, the stronger discrimination in most interesting possibilities, however, are opened up
jobs, education, and so forth. Or consider the relation by the third case, whether in its reformist or radical
between productivity per worker and the ratio of version. An agricultural production function in many
investment to income. The higher the productivity,

developing countries should count among its inputs
the higher will tend to be the savings and hence the

not only the conventional economic factors of pro-
investment ratio, and the higher the investment ratio,

duction, land, labour, fertilisers, equipment, water,
the more capital per worker and hence the higher the

and power, but also levels of education of the farmers,productivity. One could also trace interdependence
their nutritional status, their health, their distancebetween the quality of interdisciplinary studies and
from town, systems of land tenure and of family kin-the quality of the scholars they attract.
ship. All these variables are likely, in some societies,If interdependence between variables normally
to be systematically related to agricultural production.studied separately is strong, or, though weak, if

A status conscious anthropologist will complainreaction coeYcients are large, or, though small in the
that he or she is being used only to provide fodderneighbourhood, if they change size for moves above
for the cannons of the economist. A self-respectinga critical level, there is a case for breaking down the
anthropologist may refuse to have all the importantboundaries between disciplines. This is sometimes called
questions asked by the economist and to be reducedtransforming parameters into dependent variables.
to a handmaiden, supplying low class empirical dataFamily ties and economic calculus, land tenure and
for the high class analytical structure of anotherresponses to incentives, religious beliefs and com-
discipline. Questions of status and precedence are, ofmercial motivation, prejudice and income level, may
course, not the concern of serious scholars. But itinteract in this way. When interdependence of this
may turn out that the whole notion of a productionkind occurs and when the interdependent variables
function is wrong or misleading. Perhaps there is nobelong to diVerent disciplines, there is a case for
systematic relationship between inputs on the oneinterdisciplinary work.
hand, whether of fertilised, irrigated land, or of physicalThe third kind of interdisciplinary work, at a deep
capital, or of educated farmers and human capital,level, is the most diYcult and is best done either
and crops on the other. It may be that output dependsunder one skull, or by a group of closely associated
on variables that have been observed and analysedcolleagues who stimulate and complement one another,
by anthropologists: the relationship between majorityand have simultaneously a similar basic outlook.
and minority groups; religious beliefs, the ProtestantSome of the best economic research is a social activity
ethic; or kinship systems.that progresses most rapidly where a small group

Or again, at a diVerent level of discourse, it mayof likeminded scholars are not at all troubled by
be that increases in output beyond a decent minimumbeing out of step with the profession as a whole. It
are not valued as a crucial component of develop-is possible to draw two quite distinct conclusions

from such interaction. First, it may be said that what ment. The society may have opted for an alternative
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style of development, in which the ever growing abstract and empirical research, between theory and
observation, and cooperation of economists withproduction of material goods is rejected. Or, through
specialists from other � elds.13 He found that in prewara shift in valuations, negatively valued unemployment
Britain there was no shortage of empirical work. Butmay be converted into positively valued leisure. Or the
theoretical and empirical work were done separatelyway in which individual or cooperative agricultural
and distinctly, without illuminating each other. Hework and its accompanying rites and ceremonies
quoted the philosopher Immanuel Kant: ‘Thoughtsare performed are valued for themselves, not only as
without content are void; intuitions without conceptions,means to producing crops. Production and consump-
blind.’tion then cease to be distinct spheres. Or the result

In arguing for interdisciplinary work, he saysof any given input could crucially depend on a series
that, of course, subdivisions of an area of work areof preceding historical events, giving rise to diVerent
necessary. But, unlike in the natural sciences, sub-expectations, and making it quite impossible to draw
divisions in the social sciences are largely abstractionsup a two-dimensional functional relationship. Each
from reality rather than sections of reality. Botanypoint on the supply curve would be located in a
is the study of plants, zoology of animals, crystal-diVerent place according to its history.
lography of crystals. But economics is the study ofIf any of this is the case, the crucial questions will
the economic aspect of social behaviour, law of thehave to be asked by the anthropologist or sociologist
legal aspects, political science of the political aspects,or historian. He or she has to construct the concepts
and so on. The subdivisions turn on the de� nitionsand it is then the economist’s turn to � ll the boxes
of terms and not on subdivisions inhering in thebuilt by the anthropologist, sociologist, or historian.
objects of study. The conclusion does not point toWhich of these possibilities should be realised will
large cooperative teams doing research on a subject.depend partly on empirical conditions, and ultimately
Durbin calls them ‘white elephants in labour to pro-on valuations and the choice of lifestyles.
duce platitudinous mice’. We all know that the bestAmerican education and, I suspect, European
interdisciplinary research is carried out under oneeducation also, is extremely hostile to multi- and
skull.interdisciplinary studies, whatever the professions of

The rejection of the need for interdisciplinaryscholars may be. Charles Roos11 reported a case that
studies is another aspect of the turning inwards ofsuggested the diYculties of combining mathematics,
modern economics, and this is a speci� cally Americanstatistics, and economics. A young economist sought
feature. The universe is not divided along the same

to extend static economic theory into a testable
lines as the university. But it is university departments

dynamic structure. His paper used technical math-
that dictate what should be incorporated in research,

ematics and statistics. A leading American economics
appointments of faculty and their promotion, not

journal refused to publish the paper unless he removed
the problems of the real world. And the work will

the mathematics and statistics. A mathematics journal
be judged, not by criteria of relevance, but by the

would publish it only without the statistics and standards of excellence evolved from within the
economic theory. A statistics journal demanded that discipline.14
he eliminate the mathematics and the economics. The
article is nearly � fty years old, but nothing much has
changed since then: I have recently known of a � ne

The use of mathematicsscholar who combined macropolitical analysis with
village studies and the impact of these on intrafamily Frank Hahn, on his retirement, recommended to young
relations. It was a combination of anthropology, economists ‘to avoid discussions of ‘‘mathematics in
political science, and economics. She was refused tenure economics’’ like the plague’. I shall risk the danger
at an American University on the grounds that the of infection and say something about it.
subject did not � t into any single discipline. Paul Samuelson in his ‘Foundations of economic

Realism would call for all relevant disciplines to analysis’ quotes J. Willard Gibbs: ‘Mathematics is a
be brought to bear on the solution of a problem. language.’ There can be no objections to the use of
Gunnar Myrdal used to say there are not economic this language or jargon where it is appropriate. But
and other non-economic problems, there are only users of it should know its limitations as well as its
problems. ‘In fact the problems are not economic, scope. Some economists and writers of articles should
social, ecological, psychological, etc., but just problems, perhaps be reminded that English, also, is a language.
intermingled and complicated.’12 Some scholars, mostly The objections to the use of mathematics in economics
of the older generation, have investigated the real do not relate to what it includes, but to what it
world: Herbert Simon, Wassily Leontief, and Albert excludes from consideration. The complaint is both
Hirschman are examples. But few among the younger about what has to be left out from other disciplines,
generation of tenured American economists have and about the spread of mathematics beyond its
followed in their steps. legitimate boundaries. What is needed is addition and

E. F. M. Durbin, a brilliant British economist who containment. Kenneth Boulding has said that he
was drowned when young, wrote an article in 1938 knows ‘of no mathematical expression for the literary

expression ‘‘I love you.’’ ’15 In a more recent paperin which he pleaded for two things, a union between
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Boulding wrote: ‘[mathematics] is a language – or In another letter to Bowley he wrote (Ref. 17, p. 427):
I had a growing feeling in the later years of my work atperhaps we should say a jargon – with an extra-
the subject that a good mathematical theorem dealingordinary paucity of verbs – it is hard to think of
with economic hypotheses was very unlikely to be goodmore than four: equals, is greater than, is less than,
economics: and I went more and more on the rules –and is a fraction of.’16
(1) Use mathematics as a shorthand language, rather

It is also true that from its beginnings economics
than as an engine of inquiry. (2) Keep to them until you

has been couched in formal arguments. The models are done. (3) Translate into English. (4) Then illustrate
were often implicit rather than explicit. Even the by examples what are important in real life. (5) Burn the
politician, the oYcial, and the practical man, when mathematics. (6) If you can’t succeed in (4), burn (3).
putting forward some explanation or recommendation, This last I did often.
has some kind of model at the back of his mind. Keynes, himself no mean mathematician, wrote
Joan Robinson once said, ‘I don’t know mathematics, that ‘… symbolic pseudo-mathematical methods of
therefore I have to think.’ But it can be rightly argued formalizing a system of economic analysis … allow
that it is a virtue to make relationships explicit rather the author to lose sight of the complexities and

interdependencies of the real world in a maze ofthan leave them implicit.
pretentious and unhelpful symbols.’18It is often claimed that the virtue of mathematics

Many other distinguished mathematical economists,is that assumptions, deductions, and conclusions are
from Simon Kuznets to Kenneth Arrow, Gerardspelt out precisely, whereas verbal economics permits
Debreu, Lawrence Klein, Kenneth Boulding, Ragnarfuzziness. Abstraction is of course necessary in all
Frisch, E. H. Phelps Brown, David Worswick, andthinking. But not all abstractions are equally useful,
Wassily Leontief have been similarly critical of theand some are de� nitely misleading. Nor is math-
abuse and excessive use of mathematics in economics.ematical reasoning exempt from fuzziness. Fuzziness
Some of these repent in presidential addresses, butenters into mathematical economics when a, b, c
then go away and sin again. The criticism is directedare identi� ed with individuals, � rms, or farms. The
at the triumph of technique over substance, of formidenti� cation of the precise symbol with the often
over content, of elegance over realism. It is true thatambiguous and fuzzy reality invites lack of precision
mathematics has a simplicity, beauty, and eleganceand blurs the concepts. Mathematical economists are
that are seductive. But as contrasted with evolvingalso unrigorous in spelling out what would have to
its own standards of excellence, one may ask: whatbe the case for their exercises to be applicable. There
does it contribute to either understanding, or pre-is often a lack of realism in their assumptions. This
diction, or prescription? Mathematics should be themay be a virtue, for all theory has to abstract, has
servant of economics, not its master.to leave out many features of a complex reality, but

Wassily Leontief, in his presidential address to theif the abstractions are of the kind that pours out the
1970 meeting of the American Economic Association,baby instead of the bathwater, it is damaging to an
condemned ‘preoccupation with imaginary, hypo-understanding of reality. Accusations that economics
thetical, rather than with observable reality’.19 In ais the science that argues from unwarranted assump-
letter to Science magazine he wrote, ‘Page after pagetions to foregone conclusions then become justi� ed.
of professional economic journals are � lled withThe correct inference from clearly stated premisses
mathematical formulas leading the reader from sets ofleads to valid conclusions. The correct analysis of
more or less plausible but entirely arbitrary assump-states and events in the world is called truth. There
tions to precisely stated but irrelevant theoreticalare two dangers in an overuse of mathematics in
conclusions.’ As a good empiricist, Leontief theneconomics. First, as we have seen, validity can be
investigated recent articles in The American Economic

mistaken for truth. Deductions from arti� cial models
Review. He found that � fty-four per cent of articlescan be mistaken to be descriptions and analyses of
were ‘mathematical models without any data’. Another

the real world. Second, the time and eVort devoted
twenty-two per cent drew statistical inferences from

to deducing theorems can be at the expense of investi-
data generated for some other purpose. Another

gations of real events. The result is the exclusion of
twelve per cent used analysis with no data. Half of

certain questions and techniques of understanding one per cent used direct empirical analysis of data
the world. There is evidence that economics has fallen generated by the author.
foul of both dangers. One may be forgiven if one feels that some forms

In a frequently quoted passage from a letter to of mathematical economics should be activities per-
A. L. Bowley, Alfred Marshall wrote:17 mitted only between consenting adults in private, or

In my view every economic fact whether or not it is of that they resemble masturbation in that they yield
such a nature as to be expressed in numbers, stands in

enjoyment to the practitioner without any contactrelation as cause and eVect to many other facts, and
needing to be made with outside reality. Yet it is truesince it never happens that all of them can be expressed
that training in mathematics should probably be ain numbers, the application of exact mathematicalmethods
condition for a training in economics. The reason forto those which can is nearly always a waste of time, while
this is that otherwise the economist would not bein the large majority of cases it is positively misleading;
able to see through the � awed reasoning. When theand the world would have been further on its way

forward if the work had never been done at all. non-mathematical economist picks up an issue of a
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current economic journal, he may feel like Diderot The proof of the pudding is in the eating. Has
mathematics advanced the subject; yielded new insights;at the court of Catherine the Great when Euler said

to him, ‘Sir, (a+b)/n=x, hence God exists; reply!’ provided deeper analysis; contributed to more accurate
predictions or better prescriptions and policies? IAnd, like Diderot, he may slink away in shame. Or

(as Samuelson has pointed out), he may disbelieve suggest that, on the whole, and with the exception of
some important and applicable insights from gamethe next mathematician who later comes along and

gives him a true proof of the existence of the Deity. theory, the results have been quite puny compared
with the sophistication of the apparatus. Those notWhat are the reasons for this dominance of math-

ematics, for the priority of form over content, of able to handle the mechanics of modern mathematical
economics may feel like the handloom weavers whentechnique over relevance and realism? Some blame

Milton Friedman’s ‘as if ’ doctrine (that assumptions the power loom was introduced. But they can � nd
comfort in the fact that the power loom weavers haveneed not, indeed should not, be realistic) and the

romantic desire to pass as a scientist.20 To adapt a been weaving the Emperor’s new clothes.
As Martin Hollis once remarked, a man who isterm from psychoanalysis, economists suVer from

physics envy. At the end of the nineteenth century, trying to � nd a large piece of buttered toast to sit on
is not usually thought to be rational if his action iswith the marginal revolution, mathematics was intro-

duced into economics by Walras, Cournot, Jevons, ‘rationalised’ by being shown to be consistent with
his belief that he is a poached egg. I conclude thatPigou, Fisher, Edgeworth, and others to make it more

like physics, and to raise the status of economists. mathematics has its place in economics, but that
it should be kept in its place. We should use math-Since then, and particularly since the 1950s, it has

come to dominate the subject. ematical analysis like grafting body parts onto a
living body in spare parts surgery. Quantitative andSome of the reasons are internal, others external.

The doctrine of Milton Friedman that lack of realism qualitative arguments can then be combined, formal
and non-formal methods can be used, historical andof assumptions is a virtue has already been mentioned.

Lack of realism may have two quite distinct meanings. anthropological insights can be added, and a fuller
understanding can thus be reached.All thinking and theorising has to select, to abstract,

from reality. It is like making a map, which can never
incorporate every feature of reality.21 This is its The current state of economics
virtue, for without leaving out irrelevant features, we
could not � nd our way and the map would be useless. What is the diVerence between a specialist and a

generalist? According to a well known quip, theThis type of ‘distortion’ of reality, which selects
relevant features and leaves out irrelevant ones, is specialist knows more and more about less and less,

until he knows everything about nothing; the gen-indeed a virtue.
This is not what Friedman’s doctrine says. eralist know less and less about more and more, until

he knows nothing about everything. The real questionAccording to Friedman, only the predictive power of
the theory is relevant: if it yields correct prediction, behind this quip is, should a well trained economist

concentrate on a few areas or spread his researchthe assumption may be as far removed from reality
as we wish, indeed may � y in its face. But � rst, widely?

The obvious answer is that this should be left to thetheories may have other functions than prediction;
they may explain, illuminate, or prescribe. Second, it preferences of the individual in question. The spark

of good, original work is so rare that it should beis hard to see why incorrect assumptions should yield
systematically correct predictions. Be this as it may, fanned wherever it strikes, whether in a concentrated

or diluted form. But there are professional pressuresthe Friedman doctrine was one ground on which
mathematical economists could proceed without for appointments and promotions that guide a scholar

in his preferences. To the question, ‘What is yourtesting the correspondence of their symbols to real
entities. � eld?’, the economist eager to advance their career

must have an answer. And it is often better for hisAmong other internal reasons is the already
mentioned beauty and elegance of mathematics, the or her advancement if the � eld is a little patch.

Modern economics has become too narrow, as wellprestige attached to it, and the standards of excellence
evolved from within it. But I suggest that among the as too far removed from reality. The German term

for the product of many economics graduate schoolsexternal reasons there may be one to which little
attention has been paid. The political pressures of is Fachidiot, the French idiot savant. Robert Kuttner

wrote: ‘Departments of economics are graduating aMcCarthyism in the 1950s played, I think, an important
part. Economics deals with people’s pockets and their generation of idiots savants, brilliant at esoteric math-

ematics yet innocent of actual economic life.’23 Asideals – a highly explosive mixture. To be accused
of criticising the capitalist system and pandering to Jacob Viner once said, ‘men are not narrow in their

intellectual interests by nature; it takes special andsocialism was very dangerous in the 1950s. Yet, any
honest economist looking at the real world would rigorous training to accomplish that end.’24 And

when graduate students were asked in the elite UShave had to come up with some criticisms. So math-
ematics provided a safe escape mechanism that drove university economics departments what they disliked

most about their graduate schools, the majority ofeconomists away from political and economic reality.22
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comments mentioned the heavy load of mathematics The problem with this narrow, unrealistic, self-
satis� ed, often intolerant approach to economics isand theory and a lack of relevance of the material
not only that those educated in America and the con-they were learning (Ref. 24, p. 14).
sumers of their product suVer professional debilitation,I agree with Amartya Sen in believing that juggling
but that the in� uence is worldwide. Students fromlots of balls clumsily is superior to displaying virtuosity
overseas, including many developing countries, if theywith only one ball. If this means that some precision
return to their homes, are imbued with the spirit.may have to be sacri� ced, the broad gauged economist
But this is not all. Even those who never leave theirmay prefer being vaguely right to being precisely wrong.
home countries are powerfully in� uenced by the thrustIf I could choose between being accused of reductionism
of what is being published in the top journals inand fuzziness, I think I would prefer to be accused
America. This form of diversion of brainpower addsof fuzziness. Robert Solow said that reductionism is
to the losses suVered from the external brain drainnot the occupational disease of economists, it is their
(the loss of educated, professional people to the richoccupation. I � nd this regrettable.
countries) and may be called the internal brain drain.There is the widespread impression among economists
Its pernicious in� uences are a multiple of those ofthat there is a high degree of consensus on modern
the external drain.economics in the profession. An interesting article by

There are, however, signs that things may beBruno Frey and others tested the degree of consensus
changing for the better and that the crest of the waveand disagreement amongst economists in diVerent
of unreal and escapist economics may be past. Thecountries.25 American, Swiss, and German economists
journal Economic Perspectives communicates to a widetend to support competition and free markets,
audience and raises important real world questions.and hence neoclassical economics, while French and
The award of the John Bates Clark Medal to theAustrian economists are more inclined to support
labour economist David Card from Princeton is onegovernment interventions. (The Austrian view on
of them. David Card with Alan Krueger – ex-chiefthese questions is, of course, quite diVerent from the
economist to US Labor Secretary Robert Reich –‘Austrian school’ in economic theory.) The results
has done important empirical, unconventional worksuggest a good deal of inbreeding among American
on subjects such as minimum wages and the impacteconomists. They mistake their views for generally
of education on earnings. Another sign is the appear-accepted ones. This is largely the result of the pro-
ance of articles in the American Economic Review onvincialism of American economists, in turn partly the
subjects such as economic growth and income distri-

result of the large size of the country. They have little
bution, also using empirical data. The US National

notion of what is being thought and written outside
Bureau of Economic Research set a whole day apart

their borders.
in 1998 (‘National Security Day’) to discuss pensions

Robert Frank and others investigated whether and drew on experts from various � elds.
studying economics (in America) inhibits cooperation
and makes students less cooperative and more self-
interested.26 After surveying several other studies and

Science and cryptoscienceconducting their own, they found that economics
students are more self-interested than others, and If the social sciences, including economics, are
that it is not self-interested people who are attracted regarded as a ‘soft’ technology compared with the
to the study of economics, but that it is the study of ‘hard’ technology of the natural sciences, develop-
economics that makes people more self-interested.27 ment studies is regarded as the soft underbelly of
They conclude that emphasis in teaching on the self- ‘economic science’. I have heard it being equated to
interest model inhibits cooperation. As the authors economics minus logic. In the attempt to emulate
point out, self-interested responses can be counter- colleagues practising ‘hard’ economics, we have seen
productive. The ultimate victims of non-cooperative mathematical methods brought to bear on issues for
behaviour may be the very people who practise it. In which they are inappropriate.
conclusion the authors suggest that ‘economists may In his Romanes lecture, ‘Fathers and children’, Isaiah
wish to stress a broader view of human motivation Berlin illustrates how what was once revolutionary
in their teaching’ (Ref. 26, p. 171). has become establishment doctrine by reference to

A survey by Arjo Klamer and David Colander Turgenev:28
The victorious advance of quantitative methods, beliefasked American students at a few top universities
in the organisation of human lives by technologicalwhat they regarded as the conditions for success
organisation, reliance on nothing but calculation ofin the economics profession.24 ‘Knowledge of the
utilitarian consequences in evaluating policies that aVecteconomy’, ‘knowledge of economic literature’, and
vast numbers of human beings, this is Bazarov, not the‘being interested in, and good at, empirical work’
Kirzanovs. The triumphs of the moral arithmetic of cost

ranked low and in this order (with ‘knowledge of the eVectiveness which liberates decent men from qualms,
economy’ at the bottom), compared with ‘being good because they no longer think of the entities to which they
at problem solving’, ‘excellence in mathematics’, ‘being apply their scienti� c computations as human beings …
very knowledgeable about one particular � eld’, ranked this today is rather more typical of the establishment

than of the opposition.from the top down.
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Growing concern with social objectives – employ- the form of oligopoly and monopoly power – the
power of large landowners, of big industrialists,ment, poverty, women, equality, the environment –
of multinational corporationshas led in the past to calls for the ‘dethronement of

d in a diVerent � eld but sometimes equally dis-GNP’, which (erroneously) has been regarded as an
ruptive, the power of organised labour unions andeconomic objective. But the fault in the preoccupation
the obstacles to an incomes and employmentwith GNP has been excessive attention to a simple
policy that would create full employment withoutquantitative index, irrespective of the valuations
in� ationimplicit in its sets of weights, in other words of its

d restricted access to educational opportunities,composition, distribution, and the manner in which
the imbalance in education, and the resulting jobit was produced. The danger is that the same fault
certi� cation that both re� ects and reinforces theis repeated when simple indexes are constructed for
unequal structure of power and wealthsocial and human objectives. The proportion of

d weak entrepreneurship and defective managementthe GNP earned by the bottom forty per cent, or the
and administration of public enterprises, privateGini coeYcient, or the Human Development Index
� rms, the civil service, and some NGOsof the United Nations Development Programme’s

d lack of coordination between central governmentHuman Development Reports are just as inadequate,
and regional, local, and project administrations.and, if used only by themselves, just as misleading
Too many countries are better on planning thanmeasures of what we are getting at when we try to
on administration and implementationeradicate poverty, or reduce inequality, or remove

d weakness of the structure, areas of competence,unemployment, as GNP is an inadequate measure of
recruitment, training, and administration of theproductive capacity or economic welfare.
UN agencies charged with development, com-Inequality of income distribution touches only a
bined with a frequently narrowly technocraticsmall portion of the vast, multidimensional problem
approach encouraged by the location, origin, andof inequality. There is also inequality of ownership of
organisation of these agencies and their politicallyassets, of access to assets and to earning opportunities,
‘non-controversial’ approachof satisfaction derived from work, of recognition,

d � nally there are the terrible facts of mass slaughterstatus, prestige, of ability to enjoy consumption, of
of ethnic or religious minorities (often entre-access to power, of participation in decisionmaking,
preneurial and therefore hated ) and politicalof freedom of choice, and many other dimensions.
opponents, torture, imprisonment without trial,

The call for greater equality, for a genuine community
expulsion, and the vast sums spent on armies and

of equals, cannot be answered simply by measures
the police and other horrors.

that reduce the Gini coeYcient or any other simple
This list is not exhaustive but merely illustrative. But

measure of inequality, which are inadequate even in it shows that the temptation to select the quanti� ed
expressing what concerns us in grossly unequal income and quanti� able at the expense of other, possibly
distribution. It is possible to envisage a technocratic more important areas reinforces political reasons for
society, in which decisions are highly centralised and avoiding these problems and strengthens the vested
in which a few enjoy the satisfactions of power and interests that bene� t from the status quo.
creativity while the many carry out boring or disagree- In a famous passage in ‘Value and capital’, John
able tasks or are unemployed in a hierarchic structure, Hicks wrote that the assumption of perfect com-
in which the Gini coeYcient is zero or in which at petition must be retained, or else the whole of economic
least there is no poverty. Kurt Vonnegut describes theory would be a wreck. In his later days he regretted
vividly such a society in his novel ‘Player piano’. The this and turned to a plea for a more realistic economics;
materially satis� ed but otherwise deprived underclass but the priority of preserving an abstract, theoretical
eventually rebel. structure that yields to techniques over understanding

The danger of research in economics that attempts the real world has permeated economics. Equilibrium
to emulate the ‘hard’ sciences is that it selects the analysis takes a central place although its lack of
measurable and neglects the rest: only what can be realism is generally recognised. Amartya Sen has
counted counts, or even exists. (A secondary danger pointed out that the use of equilibrium based reason-
where statistics are very unreliable is to say ‘any � gure ing is subject to criticism. In particular, questions
is better than none’.) Some of the most important should be asked about its existence, its uniqueness,
obstacles to the eradication of poverty and the reduction its stability, and its eYciency.29
of gross inequality lie in areas in which measurement Equilibrium may not exist. Even if it does exist, it
is still very diYcult or perhaps impossible. Among may not be unique. Even if it exists and is unique
these are the following: it may not be stable. And it may exist, be unique,
d unwillingness of governments to grasp the and be stable, but be ineYcient in the sense of not

political nettles – land reform, tax reform, labour achieving Pareto optimality. As Sen goes on to say,
mobilisation, widening access to education and frequently the mere presence of competition is taken
health services – as well as, and linked with these, to entail the existence, uniqueness, stability, and
elitism, nepotism, corruption. Behind these again eYciency of a general equilibrium. The diYculties of

equilibrium economics are not primarily with the ideaare various forms of power concentrations in
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M. F. Scott, and J. N. Wolfe); 1970, London, Clarendonitself. They lie in the way the idea is applied. Among
Press; w. leontief: ‘Theoretical assumptions and non-the critics of the competitive equilibrium approach
observed facts’ (Presidential Address to the Americanto economics have been J. K. Galbraith30 and Janos
Economic Association, 29 December 1970), AmericanKornai,31 but their writings have not been accepted
Economic Review, 1971, 61, 1–7; g. d. n. worswick:by the profession.
‘Is progress in economic science possible?’ (Presidential

Similarly, the rejection of the assumption of
Address to Section F of the British Association,

increasing returns, ubiquitous in reality, by equi- 2 September 1971), Economic Journal, 1972, 82,
librium analysts has made economics lose touch with 73–86; e. h. phelps brown: ‘The underdevelopment
reality. The importance of increasing returns has been of economics’, Economic Journal, 1972, 82, 1–10;
recognised by great minds like Adam Smith, Allyn g. s. l. shackle: ‘Epistemics and economics: a critique
Young, Piero SraVa, and Nicholas Kaldor, but has of economic doctrines’; 1972, Cambridge, Cambridge

University Press.not found the place it deserves in the analysis of
4. See david colander: ‘Reform of graduate educationmainstream economists, because the formal analytical

in economics’ (mimeographed); also ‘Why aren’tapparatus is absent.
economists as important as garbagemen?’; 1991, NewIn development economics the important question
York, NY, Armon. I am greatly indebted in this paperis: what are the springs of development? Many
to David Colander’s incisive critique of economics. Anwould stress the importance of entrepreneurial and
extreme critique is Hazel Henderson’s, who regards

managerial motivation and attitudes, of education of
modern economics ‘as a form of brain damage’.

the right kind, and of appropriate institutions. But 5. anne krueger et al.: ‘Report of the Commission on
we do not know what characteristics make for the Graduate Education in Economics’, Journal of Economic
social selection of an innovating, entrepreneurial group, Literature, 1991, XXIX, 1035–1053.
while many papers are written on years, months, 6. g. s. becker: ‘The economic approach to human
days, and hours of schooling or the number or pro- behavior’; 1976, Chicago, IL, University of Chicago

Press, and ‘A treatise on the family’; 1987, Cambridge,portion of engineers and scientists. Neither innate
MA, Harvard University Press.characteristics nor education nor religion can explain

7. charles k. rowley, robert d. tollison, and gordonwhy some societies, at certain periods, are better and
tullock (ed.): ‘The political economy of rent-seeking’;quicker at innovating than others at other times. Innate
1987, Boston, MA, Kluwer Academic.characteristics are distributed according to normal

8. This applies to all the criticisms of the education ofdistribution curves. The level of scienti� c education
economists made in this paper. The truly top peopleis quite high in many societies, such as India, in
will always overcome these handicaps and teach them-

which innovation is poor, and vice versa; and all selves; it is the average student with whom we should
kinds of religion besides Protestantism have proved be concerned.
to be consistent with innovative behaviour: Roman 9. a. o. hirschman: ‘Exit, voice and loyalty’; 1970,
Catholicism in Austria and Malta, Hinduism in East Cambridge, MA, Harvard University Press.
Africa, Confucianism and Buddhism in East Asia. 10. michael lipton: ‘Interdisciplinary studies in less
What we need is an explanation of why, in some developed countries’, Journal of Development Studies,

1970, 9, October.societies, with the right education, innate character-
11. charles f. roos: Econometrica, 1948, April.istics, and religion, the ablest and � ttest, the ‘brightest
12. gunnar myrdal: ‘The unity of the social sciences’,and the best’, the creative innovators, are not

Human Organization, 1975, 34, 327.attracted to production and business but, instead, to
13. e. f. m. durbin: ‘Methods of research – a plea forpolitics, universities, or the civil service.

cooperation in the social sciences’, Economic Journal,At the end, we must confess that we cannot answer
1938, 48, 183–195.

the most important question in development economics,
14. My friend Hugh Stretton wrote to me after reading an

that we do not know what causes successful develop- earlier draft of this paper. ‘As I � nished reading the
ment. But we must try to resist the temptation to paper, one more argument occurred to me … To come
which so many have yielded, to behave like the drunk to economics from another discipline, with another
who has lost his key and looks for it not where he structure of social theory in one’s head, induces an
dropped it but under the street lamp – because that instrumental, perhaps more sceptical view of theory

itself. All but the brightest Economics I undergraduatesis where the light is.
tend to learn that national income, opportunity cost,
marginal value (and all the rest) are facts out there inNotes and literature cited the economy, to be observed and respected. That is
harder to swallow if you come to class with Parsonian1. j. m. keynes: ‘F. P. Ramsey: an obituary’, Economic
sociological theory or Austinian theory of law orJournal, 1930, 40, 153–154 (reprinted in j. m. keynes:
pluralist political science in your head. If the theory‘Essays in biography’; 1933, London, Macmillan).
you bring is mostly bad, that prompts scepticism2. j. m. keynes: ‘Essays in biography’, 150–266;1933,
about economic theory; if it is good … that promptsLondon, Macmillan.
scepticism too. The eVect is not necessarily pragmatic3. k. e. boulding: ‘The economics of knowledge and the
anti-theoretical; on the contrary it may rub in theknowledge of economics’, in ‘Economics of information
lesson that one must select, simplify, distil (etc.) toand knowledge’, (ed. D. M. Lamberton); 1971,London,
grasp such complicated life. But it can teach people toPenguin; r. frisch: ‘Induction, growth and trade.

Essays in honour of Sir Roy Harrod’, (ed. W. A. Eltis, think of theory as a toolkit, useful in relation to their
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purposes of study and action; with the need to change choice’, American Economic Review, 1995, 85, 15).
Alexis de Tocqueville thought so: ‘The Americans …some of the tools as either the life out there changes,
are fond of explaining almost all the actions of theiror the student’s social purposes do. They should be
lives by the principle of self-interest rightly understood;less prone to hit Ming vases with the hammer – or
they show with complacency how an enlightened regardtry to understand relations between employer and
for themselves constantly prompts them to assist oneemployee by means of theory designed to explain the
another and inclines them willingly to sacri� ce a portionsupply, demand, and price of carrots.’
of their time and property to the welfare of the state.15. kenneth boulding: ‘Samuelson’s foundations: the role
In this respect, they frequently fail to do themselvesof mathematics in economics’, Journal of Political
justice; for in the United States as well as elsewhereEconomy, 1948, 187–209 (quoted in munir quddus
people are sometimes seen to give way to those dis-and salim rashid: ‘The overuse of mathematics in
interested and spontaneous impulses that are naturaleconomics: Nobel resistance’, Eastern Economic Journal,
to man; but the Americans seldom admit that they1994, 20, 257).
yield to emotions of this kind; they are more anxious16. kenneth boulding: ‘Economics as an institution’, in
to do honour to their philosophy than to themselves.’‘The � fth annual Kenneth Parsons lecture series’; 1989,

29. isaiah berlin: ‘Fathers and children’; 1972, Oxford,Boulder, CO, IBS (also quoted by Quddus and Rashid
Clarendon Press.in ‘The overuse of mathematics in economics’ (see

30. amartya sen: ‘Economic methodology: heterogeneityRef. 15)).
and relevance’, Methodus, 1991, 3, 70.17. alfred marshall: Letter to A. L. Bowley, 3 March

31. j. k. galbraith: ‘American capitalism: the concept of1901, in ‘Memorials of Alfred Marshall’, (ed. A. C. Pigou),
countervailing power’; 1952, Cambridge, MA, Riverside422; 1966, New York, NY, Augustus M. Kelly.
Press; ‘The aZuent society’; 1958, Boston, MA,18. john maynard keynes: ‘General theory of employment,
Houghton MiZin; and ‘The new industrial state’; 1967,interest and money’, 297–298; 1947, London, Macmillan.
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